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Not all power
lines are alike
BY F. WHIT HOLLOWELL JR., CEO

L

iving on Coastal Electric Cooperative’s lines means you have a
system of poles and wires connecting your home or business to the
co-op so you can get power when
and where you need it. While these
systems of poles and wires all look
quite similar, there are distinct differences. Let’s take a look at those differences and why they are important.
Everything starts at the substation for co-op distribution systems.
Transmission lines feed high voltage into the substation, where it
is reduced to a more manageable
and safer level. On the other side
of these transformers, distribution

It costs more to build
this kind of redundant
infrastructure, but we
believe it is the
only choice.
feeder lines carry the power out and
into the service area, where they
“feed” power to a sizeable block
of co-op members. This is an efficient way to move a large amount
of power closer to its point of use.
These are also what are termed
Replacing this
pole, broken
in a vehicle
accident,
could interrupt members’ power
for hours.
But because
of the ability
to isolate the
damage and
route power
from alternate sources
through a loop
feed, power
can often be
restored in
minutes.
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radial feeds, meaning only one end
is connected to a power source.
At certain points along the feeders, lateral lines branch out to connect member loads, which are the
amounts of power a home or business needs. Systems are designed to
supply the amount of load to which
they are connected.
A map of Coastal Electric’s
distribution system resembles the
veins and arteries of the human
body. Only in this case, it carries
life-enhancing electricity instead
of life-sustaining blood. These lateral lines are also radial in many
cases. Eventually, the last member
is reached and the system goes no
farther.
When co-op distribution systems
were first built, the most cost-effective solution in a lot of cases was
the lateral approach. This was especially true for far-flung, end-of-line
members. There is one drawback
to a lateral line approach, however.
When there is a fault in the system (something causing the flow
of electricity to stop, like a tree on
Continued on page 22D
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Cooperative Solar now delivering power
to subscribing members’ homes
BY J. MARK BOLTON, VICE PRESIDENT

Mark Bolton

M

ember response to Coastal
Electric Renewables’
Cooperative Solar project,
announced last month in these
pages, has been overwhelming.
By the end of the same day that
GEORGIA Magazine was delivered
to our members’ mailboxes, we
were sold out of our initial solar
capacity.
Thanks to those members for
their quick response. Beginning
Nov. 1, they will receive credit
for their $25 monthly share of the
energy from our first solar farm. We
have opened a second phase of our
project that should be online by
year-end. We expect it also to be
sold out very soon.
Members can sign up online
now. It is quick and easy. No credit
card is required, and you can cancel
at any time without penalty.

Here’s how the process works
We offer our members the
opportunity to receive a block, or
share, of the electricity produced by
Coastal Electric’s new solar facilities
for a fixed price of $25 each month.
The $25 buys a 1,250-watt (1.2-kilowatt, or kW) share of the solar facility. Initially, members are limited to
purchasing just one 1.25-kW block,
which amounts to five or six solar
panels.

How do members receive solar
credit on their electric bill?
Every month, Coastal Electric
reads the electric meter at your
home. The monthly use is shown
as the first line on your electric bill.
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This Cooperative Solar Farm at our office headquarters in Midway is already feeding renewable energy to members who have subscribed to $25 blocks of capacity.

Let’s say you used 1,500 kilowatthours (kWh).
That same month, Coastal
Electric will also read the meter at
the Cooperative Solar Farm and
divide the output by the participants
who have committed to buy $25
blocks of solar power.
Let’s say each solar block produced 200 kWh that month. Those
200 kWh are subtracted from the
1,500 kWh used at your home, leaving only 1,300 kWh to be billed at
the regular Coastal Electric residential rate. You then pay a flat $25 for
your 200 kWh of solar-generated
electricity.
The number of kWh produced
by your share of the solar farm will
vary slightly from month to month
because of the angle of the sun and
cloud cover, just as it would if the
panels were installed at your home.
But because Coastal Electric has the
available space to optimally orient
the panels, you can expect maximum production from the system.
In this offer, the member takes
no risk. All maintenance, such
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as replacement of failed inverters,
keeping the panels clean and even
replacement of panels, is the responsibility of Coastal Electric and is
included in your $25 monthly share.
Cooperative solar is an attractive
alternative for members who might
otherwise be excluded from owning and installing their own solar
electricity generation. Obstacles like
improper roof orientation, excessive
roof shading, restrictive subdivision
covenants or landlord prohibitions
are frequent barriers to homeowners
and renters who want to install solar
systems.
Signups are done on a first-come,
first-served basis. Call us at (912)
884-3311 to apply, or go to our
website at CoastalElectric.Coop.
You can discontinue your solar
energy commitment at any time without penalty by notifying us. If you
leave the program, Coastal Electric
Renewables cannot guarantee availability if you want to rejoin. We will
maintain a wait list for members
wishing to receive solar energy from
our facility.
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The next
generation
of power is here.
Announcing Coastal Electric
Renewables’ NEW solar project.
This Cooperative Solar Farm project provides our Members access to the benefits
of solar generated electricity without a large initial financial commitment.

Buy a block of solar energy for only $25 a month.
Every month, the energy output of your portion of our Cooperative Solar Farm
will be calculated and credited to your bill.
The solar project is located at Coastal Electric’s office headquarters in Midway easily visible from
U.S. Highway 17. The installation was built using all made-in-the-U.S. components.
We invite you to drive by and take a look.

✷ No up-front costs
✷ No maintenance
✷ No contracts
✷ No financing

Sign Up Now online @ CoastalElectric.coop
or call 912-884-3311. Sign-ups are on a first-come,
first-served basis.
Facebook.com/MyElectricCoop
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Continued from page 22A
the lines or a pole broken by a car), every member beyond that point loses
power until the problem is located and corrected.
A normal evolution in distribution system growth is to replace radial
lines with loop connections. The loop is connected to a power source at
two ends rather than one. This power source can be another substation or
another feeder from the same substation. With this approach, when power is
interrupted, we can restore power rapidly to a large portion of the affected
members.
Here is how the loop works. Let’s say a tree branch breaks and falls onto
the wires. Equipment on the lines senses the fault and operates protective
devices immediately in front of the fault, just as circuit breakers do in your
own home. No power flows beyond the protective device, and all members
beyond this point lose power.
Back at the co-op, the system alerts operators to the problem or members start calling about the power outage. Crews are sent to the area to find
and fix the problem. If the line is a single, radial one, power for everyone
is out until the problem is corrected. But if a loop is in place, the operators
at the co-op or crews in the field can flip switches and reroute the power
around the fault. The loop line approach allows power to be restored more
quickly than where a single, radial feed line is in place.
A recent example of the value of a loop feed occurred Sept. 23, when
a telephone contractor working on Harris Trail Road in Richmond Hill dug
into a correctly marked underground electric cable, knocking out power to
a school, motels, gas stations, restaurants and nearby subdivisions. Repairing
that damage took several hours, and without a loop-feed system, schools
would have closed and motel guests may have left. But Coastal Electric
crews were able to isolate the damage, and re-feed services from alternate
sources and restore power in only 26 minutes!
It costs more to build this kind of redundant infrastructure, but we
believe it is the only choice when our Coastal Electric Cooperative members
count on us to deliver nearly uninterrupted power to their homes and
businesses.
On a personal note, I want to salute linemen Adam Jarrard, Justin Way,
Melvin Anderson, Jake Horton, Ben Liddic and Donald Carter for their very
speedy response to the Sept. 23 outage. They are a fine reflection upon our
cooperative.

John Woods III
Liberty County

View your bill, sign up for

Coastal Electric Cooperative,
your Touchstone Energy® Partner,
is a not-for-profit, member-owned
power cooperative providing
electricity to the people of Bryan,
Liberty, Long and McIntosh counties.

alerts and reminders, view
your payment history, pay
your bill and more with our
free app for your smartphone.
Search MyCoastalEC in the
App Store or in Google Play.
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